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Abstract. A semi-conditional grammar is a context-free grammar whose rules have two associated 
strings, w 1, w2, and such a rule can be applied to a sentential form w only when w~ is a substring 
of w but w 2 is not a substring of w. The paper investigates the generative capacity of such grammars. 
It is proved that semi-conditional grammars with very short conditions w~, w2 characterize the 
context-sensitive languages (recursively enumerable languages when A-rules are allowed). 
Moreover, when a further estriction in derivation is added (leftmost derivation, ordered, program- 
med, matrix or regular control restrictions), then also semi-conditional grammars with only 
forbidding conditions ( w I missing) or with only permitting conditions (w 2 missing) again character- 
ize the context-sensitive languages (recursively enumerable, when A-rules are used). 
1. Introduction 
Kelemen [4] has formulated the question of how powerful are the following types 
of regulated context-free grammars (with a precise motivation i  artificial intelligence 
matters): add to each rule A~x in a given grammar G= (VN, VT, S, P) a string w 
over VN U VT and apply the rule A -, x only for rewriting strings over VN u VT which 
have w as substring. 
Clearly, such a restriction in derivation is similar to the conditional one (see 
[3, 6]), where a language is added to each rule and the rule is applied only to strings 
in the associated language (please note that in [3] as well as in [9], such grammars 
are called 'with regular estrictions'), and also to random context grammars (see 
[ 10]), in which each rule has a set Q of permitting symbols and a set R of forbidding 
symbols, the rule being applied only to strings which contain all symbols in Q and 
no symbol in R. As one knows, the conditional grammars characterize the context- 
sensitive languages, but the random context language family (equal to the family 
of programmed languages, see [5]) is strictly included in the family of context- 
sensitive languages [8]. When A-rules are all~wed, both these classes of grammars 
characterize the recursively enumerable anguages. 
As in [4] ,~e only have one string associated to each rule, but this string can be 
arbitrarily long, the control on the derivation is weaker than in a conditional 
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grammar, but, in some sense, stronger than in a random context grammar (where 
we deal with symbols occurrences only). The next results confirm this feeling. For 
instance, many usual restrictions in derivation together with this new one lead to 
new characterizations of context-sensitive languages (or of recursively enumerable 
when A-rules are used). This result suggests that the semi-conditional restriction is 
more powerful than matrix, programmed, ordered, and random context restrictions, 
whose couples do not equal the power of context-sensitive grammars [2, 7]. 
In fact, here we shall study a generalization of Kelemen [4] grammars, namely 
both with permitting and with forbidding strings associated to each rule. (The 
conclusion is that-- in this case--the permitting type condition is of equal power 
as the forbidding condition, an unexpected result.) 
2. Definitions 
We assume the reader to be familiar with basic notions in formal language theory, 
including the theory of regulated rewriting (from [9], for instance). Here we only 
specify some notations. 
For a vocabulary V, V* denotes the free monoid generated by V under the 
operation of concatenation; A is the unity of V* and Ix[ is the length of x ~ V*. The 
four families in Chomsky hierarchy are denoted by .~  i= O, 1, 2, 3. 
Let i, j be two natural numbers. A semi-conditional grammar of degree (/,j) is a 
system G = ( VN, V-r, S, P), where V~, V-r, S are as in a usual grammar the nonter- 
minal vocabulary, the terminal vocabulary, and the start symbol, respectively, and 
P is a finite set of production rules of the form ( A-> x, a, /3 ), where A-->x is a 
context-free rule, a=O or a~ ~ (VG = VNu VT), [a[<~i, and /3=0 or /3~ V*~, 
[/3[ <~j. Such a rule (A-* x, a,/3) can be applied to a string w if and only if the string 
a (if a # 0) is a substring of w and the string/3 (if/3 # 0) is not a substring of w. 
(Clearly, when a = 0, 13 = 0, the rule can be applied without any restriction.) 
We denote by ~(/,  j) the family of languages generated by A-free semi-conditional 
grammars of degree (i,j); a superscript A is added when A-rules are allowed. 
3. The generative capacity of semi-conditional grammars 
Clearly, 
ze2 
~(i , j )c_~( i ' , j ' ) ,  
YC(i,j)c_ ~ ' ( i , j ) ,  
~'( i , j )c_~A( i ' , j ' ) ,  
= y (o, o) = o), 
i<~i',j<~j ', 
i~O,j>~O, 
i<~i',j<~j ', 
ff{A (/, j )  __ .L~'o, i>~O,j>~O. 
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Theorem 3.1. Both families ~(1, 0) and ~(0, 1) contain non-semilinear languages 
(hence, they include strictly the family A°2). 
Proof. Let us consider the (1, 0) semi-conditional grammar 
G=({S, A, B, A',B'}, {a, b},S, P), 
P = {( S-> AB, O, O), (A--> A'A', B, O), 
( B --> bB', O, O), ( A'-> A, B', O), 
B, 0, 0), (B-, b, 0, 0), 
(A'-* a, O, O), (A-, a, O, O)}. 
We have 
L(G)={a"bm[m>~ 1, 1 <~n<~2=}. 
Indeed, the symbol A can be replaced by A'A' only in the presence of B, and A' 
can be replaced by A only in the presence of B'. In the presence of B, the number 
of occurrences of A and A' can be doubled; however, the passing from B to B' 
implies the introduction of one occurrence of b. Therefore, the doubling can be 
performed at most m times, m being the number of b occurrences. Consequently, 
each string of the form a"b", m >11, 1 <~ n <~ 2 =, can be generated by this grammar 
and only such strings are derivable in G. 
Now, consider the (0, 1) semi-conditional grammar 
G'=({S, A, B, A',A", B'}, {a, b, c}, S, P'), 
where 
P' = {(S-> AB, O,O), (A--, A', 0, B'), 
(A'-> A"A", O, c), (A"--> A, O, B), 
(B--> bB',O,O), (B'-* B,O,O), 
(B-->c,O,O), (A~a,O,O), 
(A"-, a, 0, 0)}. 
We have 
L(G') = {anbmc[m >t O, 1 <~ n <~ 2m+1}. 
Indeed, when neither B' nor c is present in the current string (this means that B 
is present), each A can be replaced by A' and then by A"A", and this doubles the 
number of occurrences of symbols A, A". When B is present (that is, neither B' nor 
c is present), we can replace A" by A. The passing from B to B' introduces one 
symbol b. Therefore, this grammar works in a similar way as the grammar G (the 
symbol c was necessary in order to check by forbidding conditions the presence of 
symbol B, which allows the doubling). 
As both languages L(G), L(G') are non-semilinear, the theorem is proven. [] 
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The families Y((O, 1), ~(1, O) and ~(1, 1) are strictly included in ~.  
Proof. Clearly, it is sufficient o prove the assertion for ~(1, 1). For, let us consider 
an ( 1, 1) semi-conditional grammar G = ( VN, VT, S, P). If (A -* x, ,4,/3) e P, then the 
'condition' A does not impose any restriction; hence, we can replace this rule by 
(A-* x, 0,/3). If (A-, x, a, A) e P, then this rule cannot ever be applied; hence, 
we can remove it from P. Now, we construct the random context grammar 
G'= (V'N, VTU {C}, S', P'), where c is a new symbol, 
V'N = VNU{a'lae VT}U{S',X}, 
P'={(S'->SX, O,O),(X-> Y, 0, 0), (Y~ c, 0, 0)} 
u{(A->x', a 'u{X}, fl')[(A-->x,a, fl)eP, x' is obtained from x by 
replacing each a e VT by a', a '  = 0 if a = 0, a '  = {B} if a = B, B e VN, 
a'={a'} if a=a, ae VT, fl'=O i f f l=0 ,  ~' ={B} i f f l=B,  Be VN, 
~'={a'} if ~=a, ae VT} 
u {(a'-~ a, Y,O)IaE VT}. 
The equality L(G')= L(G){c} is obvious; hence, L(G){c} is a random context 
language. The family of random context languages is closed under restricted 
homomorphisms and it is strictly included in ~.  In conclusion, ~(1, 1) is strictly 
included in ~.  [] 
Theorem 3.3. ~r(2, 1)= -Y~- Y((1, 2), Y(~(2, 1)= ~o = YC~(1, 2). 
Proof. We only have to prove the inclusions of ~ ,  &Co into the corresponding 
families of semi-conditional languages. For, let us consider a context-sensitive 
language L c V*. We can write 
L= [,..J O~(L){c}u (Lc~{A}). 
(a r is the right derivative with respect o the string x, that is, O~(L)= {y [yxe L}.I 
As the family ~1 is closed under right derivative, and ~(2, 1) and ~/'(1, 2) are elearb. 
closed under union and contain the finite languages, it is enough to prove that fo: 
each language M e -~1 and given symbol c we have M{c} e ~(2, 1) (M{c} e X(1, 2) 
respectively). 
For, let us consider a context-sensitive grammar G = (Vm Vr, S, P) in Kurod~ 
normal form (see, for instance, [9, Theorem 3.1]), that is, containing rules of th, 
following forms: 
X ~ YZ, X-> a, X U-, YZ, X, Y, U, Z ~ VN, a e Vv 
(possibly also a rule S-~ A, but with the axiom S not occurring in the right-hart, 
sides of rules in P). We construct he following (2, I) semi-conditional gramma 
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O '= (V~, VTU {C}, S', P'), where 
V~= VNu{(A,r),[A,r],(X,r),[U,r] Ir:XU-~ YZ~P} 
w{S',A} 
and P' contains the following rules: 
(1)(a) (S'~ SA,~,(~), 
(b) (X -~ x, A, ~) for X -~ x a context-free rule in P, x ¢ A. 
(The context-free rules in P are simulated in the presence of the symbol A only.) 
(2)(a) (A-~ (A, r),~,~), 
(b) (X*(X , r ) , (A , r ) , (X , r ) ) ,  
(c) (U*[U,r] , (X,r) , [U,r]) ,  
(d) ((X, r)~ Y, (X, r)[U, r], A), 
(e) ([U,r]-~Z,(A,r),(X,r)), 
(f) ((A, (X, r)), 
(g) ([A, A, [ V, r]), 
for each rule r: XU ~ YZ in P. 
(At each moment, the fight marker A can be replaced by some (A, r) and the 
rule r: XU ~ YZ can then be simulated. After using rule (2)(b), all rules (2)(c)-(2)(g) 
must be used, in this order. Any sentential form can contain at most one symbol 
(X, r) and at most one symbol [ U, r] for a given rule r. The removing of (X, r) is 
possible only by rule (2)(d), which checks whether X and U were adjacent. After 
using this rule, the current string does not contain (X, r), hence rule (2)(b) can be 
applied again. However, in the presence of (X, r) we cannot eliminate [U, r]; in 
order to first remove (X, r) we need the subword (X, r)[ U, r]. This means that Y = X 
for the rule r in discussion; hence, the string was not modified by using two (or 
more) times rules (2)(b), (2)(d) for only one use of rule (2)(e). As (A, r) can be 
replaced by A only when no (X, r), [ U, r] are present, it also follows that no rule 
in group (1)(b) can be intercalated when simulating r.) 
(3)(a) (A*  c, ~, ~), 
(b) (S'-* c,t~,l~) when S- ,A  ~P. 
From the above explanation it is easy to see that L(G') = L(G){c} and the inclusion 
-~1 - ~(2, l) follows. 
Now, consider the inclusion .~1 _ Y/'(1, 2). Take a Kuroda normal form grammar 
G = (Vr~, VT, S, P) as above and consider a symbol c, not necessarily in Vr. We 
construct the (1, 2) semi-conditional grammar 
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where 
with 
V~= VNu{S",A} 
u{(A, r), [A, r], (X, r), [U, r], [ Y, r]lr:XU~ YZ~P} 
u{(X, r, D~)Ir:XU-, YZ~ P and Die W}, 
W={DI,...,Dp}= VNu VTu{(X,r),(A,r)Ir:XU-* YZeP}, 
and P" contains all rules (X ~ x, A, 0) for X-* x a (A-free) context-free rule in P, 
the initial rule ($"-* SA, 0, 0), the final rule (A-, c, 0, 0), the rule (S"-~ c, 0, 0) when 
S-,A e P, as well as the following rules for each r:XU-* YZ in P: 
(1) (X-,(X,r),A,(X,r)), 
(A~,(A,r),(X,r),O), - 
(u-,IV, r], (A, r),[U, r]), 
(2) ((X,r)o(X,r,D~),[U,r],(X,r)D~), 
((X,r, Dj)-*(X,r, Dj+~),(A,r),(X,r, Dj)Dj+I), l<~j<~p-1, 
((X, r, Dp)~[[ Y, rL (A, r),O), 
((A, r)-, [A, r], ~ Y, rL0), 
(IY, rl-~ Y,[A, r], 0), 
([ U, r] -~ z, [A, r], ~ Y, r]), 
([A, r] -~ A, 0, [ U, d). 
(One checks whether the two symbols X, U replaced by (X, r), [ U, r] are adjacent. 
In the affirmative case, one introduces the symbol ~ Y, r] which allows the introduc- 
tion of [A, r], which, in turn, can be replaced by A only after introducing Y, Z for 
the rewritten occurrences of X, U.) 
It is easy to see that the equality L(G")= L(G){c} holds; hence, the inclusion 
~ _ ~(1, 2) is true. 
For -2'0 we take a grammar G as given above, but also containing A-rules, and 
these rules are introduced in G', G" together with all context-free rules in G. [] 
It is an open problem whether .~ is included in ~(/ ,  0) or in ~(0, i) for some/. 
However, if an extra restriction is imposed to derivations in a semi-conditional 
grammar, then again we can generate all context-sensitive languages. Let us first 
consider the leftmost restriction: a rule (A-* x, wt, w2) is applied to xtAx2 only if 
A is the leftmost replaceable symbol in xtAx2 (no other rule can be used for rewriting 
a symbol in x~). Let us denote by ~eft(/,j) the family of languages generated by 
(i,j) semi-conditional grammars with left.most derivation. 
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In [1] it is proved that each context-sensitive language can be generated by a 
permitting random context grammar containing either rules (A-> x, O, O) or rules 
(A--, x, {B}, 0), with A# B, when leftmost derivations are used. Such a random 
context grammar is an (1, O) semi-conditional grammar; hence, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Y/'l,ft(1, O) = ~l ,  X~,ft(1, O) = ~o. 
We do not know whether ~ _ X~ft(0, 1). We expect he answer to be negative. 
However, we can state the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. ~l~ft(0, 2) = ~,  Y((,ft(0, 2) = ~o. 
Proof. Let L_  V* be a context-sensitive language. We have 
L U e r = { a,}O,., (0,2..,,,(L)){ a2a3a4} u {x ~ L llxl ~< 3 }. 
ai¢ V , l~ i~4 
As &el is closed under fight and left derivatives and, clearly, the family Y(~,ft(0, 2) 
is closed under union and contains finite languages, it is sufficient o prove that, 
for each language M ~  and given symbols a~,aE, a3, a4, the language 
{ al} M { a2a3a4} ~.~l,ft (0, 2 ). 
Consider a context-sensitive grammar G = ( VN, Va', S, P) in Kuroda normal form 
and suppose that it contains k noncontext-free rules r~: X~U~--> Y.,Z~, 1 <~ i <~ k. We 
construct he following (0, 2) semi-conditional grammar 
where 
with 
G '= (V~, VTU {a,, a2, a3, a4}, So, P'), 
v'= vNu{x ' lx  e vN} u {So, B, c, B', T} 
u {(X,, r,), (X,. r,. ~), [V~ r,], (X. D,), [ U,. r,, O,], 
[[Yu r~,[Z~, r~]ll ~<i~<k, 1 ~<j~< k, Dt~ W}, 
W= VNu{X' IX  ~ VN}U{B, al}u{[Y~,riJl l ~ i~k},  
and P' contains the following rules: 
(1) ( So-. alSBC, O. O). 
(2) (X~X' ,O ,B ' ) ,Xe  VN, 
(X-~ Y 'Z ' ,O ,B ' ) ,X~ YZeP .  
(When B' is not present, from left to fight, we can replace arbitrarily many symbols 
X e VN by X '  and we can use some rules X-> YZ in P.) 
(3) (Xi-~(Xbr~),O,B'), l<~i<-k. 
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(We start the simulation of the rule ri:XiU, ~ Y.,Zi.) 
(4) ((Xi, ri)~(Xsrsr~),O,~Yl, r ]), l<~i<~k, 
((X~,ri,~)~(X~,r~,~+I),O,~Yj+I,~+I]), l<-i<~k,l<~j<~k-1. 
(We check whether another ule rj was simulated at this passing through the current 
string, before simulating the rule r~.) 
(5) ((X,, r,) ~ T, 0, 0), 
(.(Xi, r~, rj)-~ T, 0, 0), l~ i~k, l~j<~k.  
(When another ule simulation was started before, the derivation is blocked by the 
trap symbol T.) 
(6) ((X~,r~,rk)-~(X~,ri, D~),O,(Xi, r~,rk)D~), 
((X,, r,, Oj)--> (X,, r,, Oi+,), 0 , (X,, r~ Dj)Dj+,), 
where l<~i~</c, l<~j~<p-1, for {Dh... ,Dp}=(VNu{B})-{Ui}, 
((X,,r,,Dp)->~Y~,r,]],O,O), l<~i<-k. 
(We check whether Ui appears in the right-hand side of X~ and only when the 
answer is affirmative we can introduce the symbol ~ Y~, r~].) 
(7) ((X~,ri, Dj)-->T,O,O), l<~i<~k,l<~j<~p-l, Djasabove. 
(The derivation is blocked when a symbol different from U~ appears in the right-hand 
side of Xi.) 
(8) (U,->[Ui, ri],O,B'), 
([ U,, r,] -* [ U,, r,, D~], 0, D~[ U,, r,]), 
([U,, r,, Dj]--> [ U,, r,, D,+,], 0, Dj+,[ U~, r~, Dj]), 
([ U,, r,]-~ T, 0, 0), 
([ u .  r,. Dj]-. T. 0, 0), 
([ Ub r~ Dp]--> [Z,, r,], O, O), 
where 1 ~< i ~< k, 1 <~j ~< p - 1, and 
{D,,. . . ,  Dr,}= {a,}u{X'[X e VN} U {[ Y~ ]ll ~<j<~ k,j # i}. 
(We now replace Ut by [Z~, r~], but this is performed only in the presence of [ Y~, r~ 
in the left-hand side of U~; if [ Y~, r~] is not present, then the trap symbol T i 
introduced and the derivation is blocked.) 
Using the rules in groups (2)-(8) we can pass from a string a~wBC, w ~ V*~, to 
string alw~[Y~, r~][Z,, r~]w2BC, with wl, w: containing only primed symbols an 
l<~t~<k. 
(9) (B--~ B', O, B'). 
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(In the presence of B' only the following rules can be applied, again from the left 
to the right of the current string.) 
(10) (X'->X,O,B),X~ VN, 
([Y~,r,]-> Y~, 0, B), 
([Zi, ri]->Zi, O,B), l<<-i<~k, 
(B'-> B, 0, 0). 
(Using these rules we reobtain a string of the form alwBC, w ~ V*; hence, the 
passing through rules in groups (2)-(10) can be reiterated.) 
(11) (B'-> BB',O, BB'). 
(This rule determines the termination of the derivation, because in the presence of 
both B and B' the rules in groups (2), (3), (8), (9), and (10) cannot be applied; 
hence, the rules in groups (4), (5), (6) and (7) cannot be applied either. We can 
now use the next rule, because C is the leftmost replaceable symbol in the current 
string.) 
(12) (C -> a4, 0, 0), 
(X->a,O,C), X->a~P, 
(B-> a2, 0, C), 
(B'-> a3, 0, C). 
(The only possibility is to replace each nonterminal by terminal symbols, according 
to the rules in P. Please note that these rules cannot be used before eliminating the 
symbol C and that rule (11) can be used only once.) 
(13) (So->ala2a3a4,0,0) ifA 6L(G). 
From the above explanation it is easy to see that L~eft(G')={a~}L(G){a2a3a4}; 
hence, the inclusion .Y~_ Y/'~eft(0, 2) is obtained. The converse inclusion is straight- 
forward. 
If G is a type-0 grammar in Kuroda normal form, then in group (2) we introduce 
the rule (X-> A, 0, B') and in group (12) we introduce the rule (X-~ A, 0, C) for 
each X -> A in P. In this way, we obtain the inclusion -To _c Y/'~f~(0, 2), too. [] 
4. Semi-conditional grammars with a further regulating mechanism 
In [7] it was proved that the programmed, matrix, and controlled random context 
grammars (with A-free rules) generate xactly the family ~ac of the programmed 
languages (with appearance checking). This family is strictly included in .~. Con- 
sequently, a further restriction imposed on ~(1, 0), ~(0, 1), and ~(1, 1) will lead 
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to a proper subfamily of .~ (see the proof of Theorem 3.2). However, the (0, 2) 
and (2, 0) semi-conditional grammars to which a further estricton is imposed will 
again characterize the context-sensitive languages. 
Here we only present informal definitions of the grammars we use. 
An ordered (i,j) semi-conditional grammar is a system G=(VN, 1/+, S, P, > ), 
where (VN, VT, S, P) is an (/,j) semi-conditional grammar and > is a partial order 
relation on P. A rule r e P is used for rewriting a string w only if no rule r'~ P, 
r '>  r, can be applied to w. 
A programmed (i, j) semi-conditional grammar is a system G = ( VN, VT, S, P) with 
the rules in P of the form (r, A-* x, w~, w2, or(r), ~,(r)), where r is the label of this 
rule, A-* x is a context-free rule on V~, Wh W2 are the condition strings, Iw~l ~ i, 
Iw21 ~j ,  and or(r), ~(r) are respectively the success and the failure fields of this rule. 
If the semi-conditional rule (A-, x, wl, w2) can be applied to the current string, then 
in the next step of the derivation we have to use a rule in or(r), otherwise in the next 
step we have to use a rule in q,(r). 
A controlled (i,j) semi-conditional grammar is a triple (G,C,F) ,  G= 
( VN, VT, S, P) being an (i, j )  semi-conditional grammar, C a regular language over 
a set of labels of rules in P, and F is a set of rules in P. Each derivation must follow 
a control word in C, with the mention that the rules in F can be used in the 
appearance checking manner. 
A matrix (i, j) semi-conditional grammar is a system G = ( VN, V+, S, M, F), where 
VN, VT, S are as above, M is a finite set of matrices of the form (r~,.. . ,  rk), k~ 1, 
with rt : (At -* x,, w~, w~.2), 1 ~ t ~ k, semi-conditional rules of degree (i,j), and F is 
a set of occurrences of rules in M. In a derivation step, all rules of a given matrix 
must be used in the order rh . . . ,  rk, the use of a rule in F being done in the 
appearance checking mode. 
We denote by ¢TYC(/,j), ~( / , j ) ,  . / t~( / , j ) ,  cg,~(i, j) the families of languages 
respectively generated by ordered, programmed, matrix, and controlled (/,j) semi- 
conditional grammars as above. When no appearance checking features are involved 
at the level of the additional restriction (q,(r)=~J in programmed grammars, and 
F = ~J in matrix and controlled grammars), then we erase the subscript ac. 
Clearly, all these classes of languages are included in ~.  
Theorem 4.1. ¢7°JC(2, 0) = ~,  = ~(0 ,  2), ~x(2 ,  0)= .~o = ¢7~x (0, 2). 
Proof. Let G = (VN, VT, S, P) be a context-sensitive grammar in Kuroda normal 
form. Assume that P contains the context-free rules r l , . . . ,  rk and the noncontext- 
free rules p l , . . . ,  p~, Pi : XiU~ ~ Y.~T, 1 ~ i ~ s. We construct an ordered semi-condi- 
tional grammar G' = ( V~, Vx, S, P', >), where 
V~= VNu{(Xi, p,),[Ubpi]ll ~i<~s} 
and P' contains all context-free rules in P (with empty conditions), together with 
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the following rules for each p~ :XiU~ -> Y.~Z~ in P: 
(p,, ~): (x, -~ (x~ p,), O, 0), 
(p~, 2) : ( U~-~ [ U~, p~], (X~, p,), O), 
(p,, 3) : ((X~ p,)-, Y,, (X~ p,)[ U~ p,], O), 
(p~, 4) : ([ U~, p,] ~ Z,, 0, 0), 
(p,, 5): ((x~ p,)-~ (x~ p,), 0, 0), 
(p,, 6): ([ U, p,] -~ [ U, p,], 0, 0). 
The relation > contains the following pairs: 
(p~,5)>rj, l~i<~s,l<~j<~k, 
(p~, 5) > (p~, 1), l~i<-s,l<-j<~s. 
(After using a rule (p~ 1), no other rule (pj, 1) and no context-free rule in P canbe 
used.) 
(pi, 6) > rj, l <<- i <<- s, l <~j <<- k, 
(p, 6) > (p~, 2), l<~i<~s,l<~j<~s. 
(After (Pb 1), only (p~ 2) can be used and this can be done only once.) 
(p~,6)>(pj, 1), l<~i<~s,l<~j<~s, 
(p~, 3) > (pj, 4), l<~i<~s,l<~j<~s. 
It is easy to see that this relation forces the above rules (p~ 1)-(p~ 6) to simulate 
the application of the rule p~:X~U~-> Y~;  therefore, L(G)= L(G') and L(G)E 
(7~(2, 0), ~1 - (7~(2, 0). 
Consider again the above context-sensitive grammar and construct now the 
ordered (0, 2) semi-conditional grammar G" = ( V~, Vrw {c}, S', P", >), where 
V~= VNu{S'}u{(Xi,  p,),[Ui, p,],~Yi, pi]jl <~i<~s} 
u{(Xi, p~ B)l l  ~i<~s, BE VNU VTu{c}u{[Uj, p~][I <-j<-s}} 
u{[Ui, pi, B][l<~i<-s, BE VNU VTU{C}u{IY~p~][I<~j<-s}} 
and P" contains the initial rule (S'-, cSc, 0, 0), all context-free rules in P (with empty 
conditions), together with the following rules for each p~ E P, p~ :X~U~ -* Y.~: 
Let 
(p~ 1): (x,-~ (x~ p,), 0, 0), 
(p~ 2):( u~ ~ [ u~, p,], 0, 0), 
(p~ 3): ((x~ pi) -~ (x~ p~), 0, 0), 
(p~ 4) : ([ U~ p,]-, [ U,, p,], ~, ~). 
{D, , . . . ,  D~}= VNu V.ru{c}u{[Uj, p j ] l l~ j~s , j~ i} .  
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(p,, D,) : ((X,, p,)-, (X,, p,, D,), O, (X,, p,)D~), 
(p,, D~) : ((X~, p~, D~_m) --> (X~, p~, D~), 0, (X,, p,, D,_~)Dj), 
[pi, D~] :((X~p~,D~)--,(X~,p,,D~),O,O), l <~j<~t, 
(p,, 5):((X~,pi,  D~)-,[[~,p,~,O,O). 
2<~j<~t, 
{EI• * • . 
(p~, E~) 
(p~, ~j) 
[p~, E~] 
(p,, 6) 
(p,, 7) 
(p,, 8) 
, E~}= VNu Vwu{c}w{~Yj, pj]ll ~ j~s , j~  i}. 
: ([ u,, p,] -~ [ u,, p,, Ed, O, E~[ U,, p,]), 
:([ u,, p,, ~-1]-~ [ u~ p,, Ej], ~, ~[  u,, p,, Ej_d), 
:([U~,pi, Ej]-->[U~,p~,Ej],O,O), l <<-j<~t, 
: ([ u,, p,, Ed-~ z,, 0, 0), 
:(~Y~pJ~ g,, 0, 0), 
: (~ E, p,~ + ~ Y,, pJ, ~, 0). 
2<~j~t, 
The relation > contains the following pairs: 
(pi, 3) > (pj, 1), 
(p~ 3) > rj, 
(ps 4) > (pj, 2), 
(Ps 4) > I), 
l<~i<~s,l<~j<~s, 
l<~i<~s,l<~j<~k, 
1<~ i<~s, l <~j<~s, 
l<~i~s,l<-j<~k. 
(In some current string, at most one Xi is replaced by (Xi, p~) and at most one U~ 
is replaced by [ U~, Pal. After such a replacement, no context-free rule in P can be 
used.) 
(ps 3) > (Ph 2), 
[p,, ~]  >,'~, 
[p~, Dj] > (ph, 1), 
[Pb Dj ] > (Ph, 2), 
l<~i<-s, l~j<~s, i~ j ,  
l <~i<~s, l <~j<~t, l <~h<~k, 
l <~i<~s, l <~j<~t, 1<~ h~s,  
l <<_ i <~ s, l <<.j <<. t, l <<_ h <~ s. 
(After introducing (Xb Pi), the only possibility to remove this symbol is to also 
introduce [ U~ pi] on the near position such that all rules (p~ Dj) can be used until 
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the rule (p~, 5) can be used.) 
(p,, 4) > (pj, 1), l<~i<~s,l<~j<~s,i#j, 
[p[,Ej]>rh, l<-i<~s,l<~j<~t,l<~h<~k, 
[p[,Ej]>(ph, 2), l<-i<-s,l<-j<~t,l<-h<~s, 
[p~,Ej]>(ph, 1), l<~i<~s,l<~j<~t,l<~h<~s, 
(p, 8)> rj, 1 <~ i<~s, 1 <<-j<~ k,
(p~, 8) > (pj, 1), l<-i<-s,l~j<~s, 
(p~, 8) > (pj, 2), l<~i<~s,l<~j<~s. 
(Similarly, if a symbol [ Ui, Pi] was introduced, then the only way to remove it is to 
also have an occurrence of Xi replaced by (X, pi) and then by I[ Y~, pi]] on the near 
position in the left-hand side of U~.) 
From the above explanation one can see that the rules (p, l)-(p~, 8) simulate rule 
p~; hence, L(G') = {c}L(G){c}. Using again the closure of .Y~ under fight and left 
derivatives and the closure of ~(0 ,  2) under union, we obtain the inclusion 
~ _ ¢~(0, 2). Similar constructions prove the inclusions .To_ ~Y/'~ (2, 0) and -To ~- 
6~(0 ,  2). [] 
Using the standard techniques for simulating an ordered grammar by a controlled 
one and for proving the equivalence of generative capacity of matrix, programmed, 
and controlled grammars (see [9]), we can see that .~1 is included (hence equals) 
each family Xac~(2, 0), Xac~(0, 2) and X e {~, ~ff, ~}. In what follows we shall 
eliminate the subscript ac and again we shall obtain characterizations of context- 
sensitive and of recursively enumerable languages. 
Theorem 4.2. cg~(2, 0)= ~1 = cg~(0, 2), ~A(2 ,  0)= .To = cg~(0, 2). 
Proof. Let G = (VN, VT, $, P) be a context-sensitive grammar in Kuroda normal 
form. We construct the controlled (2, 0) semi-conditional grammar (G', C, 0), where 
vT, s,P'), 
V~= VN U {(X, r), [ U, r]lr:XU-~ YZ ~ P} 
and P' contains the context-free rules in P (with empty conditions), together with 
all the following rules for each rule r:XU-* YZ ~ P: 
(r, 1):(X-*(X, r),O,O), 
(r, 2):(U-->[U, r],O,O), 
(r, 3) : ((X, r)-* Y, (X, r)[ U, r], O), 
(r, 4) : ([ U, r]-~ Z, O, 0). 
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The control language is 
C =({r[r~P, r is a context-free rule} 
u{(r, 1)(r,E)(r, 3)(r, 4)lr:XU--> YZ~P})*. 
Each sequence (r, 1)(r, 2)(r, 3)(r, 4) for r: XU-* YZ in P ensures the simulation 
of the rule r (the rule (r, 3) checks whether X and U replaced by (X, r), [ U, r] are 
adjacent); therefore, we have L(G)= L(G', C, 0), ~_  c¢~(2, 0). 
Consider again a context-sensitive grammar G as above in Kuroda normal form. 
We construct he controlled (0, 2) semi-conditional grammar (G", C', 0), where 
vTu(c},S',P"), 
V'~= VNu{S'}u{(X,r), [U,r]Ir:XU-~ YZ~P} 
and P" contains all context-free rules in P (with empty conditions), the initial rule 
to: (S'~ Sc, 0, 0), and the following rules for each rule r: XU~ YZ in P: 
(r, 1) : (x,  r), 0, 0), 
(r, 2) :(U~[U,r],O, 0), 
(r, Di):((X,r)~(X,r),O,(X,r)Di),  l<~i<~p, 
where {Dh. . . ,  Dp}= VNu Vxu{c}, 
(r, 3):((X,r)~ Y, 0,0), 
(r, 4):([U,r]~Z,O, 0). 
We take the control language 
C'= {ro}({rl re  P, r is a context-free rule in P} 
u{(r, 1)(r, 2)(r, D0 . . .  (r, Dp)(r, 3)(r, 4)1 r:XU-  YZ 
is a rule in P})*. 
Each sequence (r, 1)(r, 2)(r, D~)... (r, Dp)(r, 3)(r, 4) simulates the use of rule 
r :XU~ YZ (the rules (r, D~), . . . ,  (r, Dp) check whether X and U replaced by 
(X, r), [ U, r] are adjacent). In conclusion, L(G", C', 0) = L(G){c}. Using again the 
closure properties of ~1 and of c£Y£(0, 2), we obtain the inclusion ~ ~ ~Y/'(0, 2). 
In the same way one obtains LeoC__ c¢Y£~(2, 0) and Zeo~ c£Y£~(0,2); therewith, the 
theorem is proven. [] 
It is easy to see that the above grammars (G', C, 0), (G", C', 0) can be simulated 
by programmed and by matrix grammars. (Take the matrices (r), r is a context-free 
rule in P, together with matrices ((r, 1), (r, 2), (r, 3), (r, 4)), respectively, ((r, 1), 
(r, 2), (r, D1), • •. ,  (r, Dp), (r, 3), (r, 4)), for r: XU -* YZ ~ P, and take the program- 
med rules (b,A-,x,  wl, w2, tr(b),q~(b); with tp(b)=0 in all cases and with tr(b) 
equal to the set of labels of all rules in P', respectively in P", for A--> x in P, and 
tr(b) imposing us to follow the sequence (r, 1)(r, 2)(r, 3)(!", 4), respectively, (r, 1) 
(r, 2)(1", Dr) . . .  (r, Dp)(r, 3)(r, 4), for rules which simulate a rule r:XU-* YZ in P.) 
The formal details are left to the reader. In this way we obtain the following theorem 
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Theorem 4.3 
.aX(2, O)= .aX(O, 2)= ~X(2, O)= ~Y,"(O, 2)= .L4',, 
~Y/'* (2, 0)= ~J[A (0, 2)= ~YC~ (2, 0)= ~X* (0, 2)= ~o. 
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In the above matrix semi-conditional grammars, the conditions were imposed to 
rules in matrices. A natural variant is to consider semi-conditional matrix grammars, 
that is, with matrices of the form ((r~,...,  rk), W~, W2), with r l , . . . ,  rk usual context- 
free rules and wl, w2 strings uch that the matrix (r~,..., rk) can only be applied 
to strings which contain the substring w~, but do not contain the string w2. Let us 
denote by ~.~/(i, j) the family of languages generated by such grammars with [w~[ ~ i, 
]w21 ~<j for all such strings associated to matrices. The next result is quite expected, 
taking into account he previous theorems. 
Theorem 4.4. ~,//(2, 0)= ~= ~(0 ,  2), YC~* (2, 0)= ~o = YC~(0, 2). 
Proof. Again we only have to prove the inclusions o f~,  ~o into YCcff (2, 0), YCM (0, 2) 
and into YIM~ (2, 0), YfM~(0, 2), respectively. 
Let G = ( VN, liT, S, P) be a context-sensitive grammar in Kuroda normal form and 
construct he (2, 0) semi-conditional matrix grammar G '= ( Vh, VTu {c}, S', M), 
where 
V'N = VNu{S',A,B}u{(X,r),[U,r]Ir:XU-> YZeP}, 
M'= {((S'-. SA),O,O), ((A - c), 0, 0)} 
u {((X-* a, A ~ A), O, O)lX-* a e P} 
u {((X-~ YZ, A~A),O,O)[X~ YZeP} 
u{( (X~(X, r ) ,  U~[U,r],A~B),O,O), 
((X,r)-> Y,[U,r]-> Z,B-* A),(X,r)[U,r],O)I 
for r: XU-* YZ e P} 
u{S'-*clA e L(O)}. 
The equality L(G')= L(G){c} can easily be checked; using the closure of .~t 
under right derivative and the closure on Y(~(2, 0) under union, we obtain ~_  
Y/'~ (2, 0). 
Let us also construct the (0,2) semi-conditional matrix grammar G"= 
( V~, VTU {C}, S', M'), where 
V~= VNU{(X, r),[U, r]Ir:XU-> YZ e P} 
with 
u{S' ,A,B}u{(X,r ,D) I r :XU-* YZ~P,D~ W}, 
W= VNU VTu{A, B}u{[U, r]]r:XU-~ YZe P}, 
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and 
proven. 
M e-- (((S'- ,  SA), 0), c), 0, 0)} 
u{((X -->a, Ao  A), 0, 0) IX -->a~ P} 
u {((X~ YZ, A->A),O,O)[X--> YZ~P} 
u {((X-> (X, r), U-> [ U, r], A-.> B), O, O) I r : XU-> YZ e P} 
u {(((X, r)->(X, r, D~), B--> B),O, (X, r)Dt), 
(((X, r, D,)-> (X, r, D2), B-> B),0, (X, r, D,)D2), 
• . . , ( ( (X , r ,  De)-> Y,[U,r]-->Z,B->A),O,O)I 
for r:XU--> YZ e P, {D,, . . . , Dp}= W-( [  U, r]}} 
Again, we obtain L(G")= L(G){c}, hence ~d/ (0 ,2 )  and the theorem is 
[] 
5. Final remarks and open problems 
The above results suggest that the semi-conditional restriction is more powerful 
than other usual restrictions in derivation (matrix, programmed, random context, 
regular control) and this is also true for (/,0) and (0, i) grammars (only with 
permitting and only with forbidding conditions). On the other hand, Kelemen [4] 
asked for properties of (/, 0) semi-conditional grammars, this ease being of interest 
for artificial intelligence. We do hope that semi-conditional grammars with forbid- 
ding conditions could be of such interest, as well as matrix, programmed, ordered, 
and controlled (/, 0) semi-conditional grammars. 
As was pointed out in the previous ections many problems remain open. Some 
of them are the following: 
(i) Which of the next inclusions are proper: YC(1, 0) ___ Y~(1, 1), Y/'(0, 1) ~ ~(1, 1), 
~(0, i)_~ ~,  ~K(/, 0)_c.~, i>..-2? 
(ii) Which relation is there between YC(0, i) and ~(/, 0), i ~> 1? 
(iii) Is the inclusion Y(le~(0, 1)~ L~ proper? 
(iv) What closure properties do the families ~(/, 0), ~(0, i), i~> 1 have? 
(v) What about semi-conditional languages of finite index? (Roughly speaking, 
a grammar is of finite index when each string can be generated by derivations with 
a bounded number of nonterminal occurrences in its sentential forms; see the end 
of [5] for a formal definition.) 
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